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Abstract 
Lynch’s split his composition into five partitions, the picture of the Environment, Three Metropolises, 
The City and Its Rudiments, City Form, and A New Scale. “The picture of the Terrain” sets the base 
for Lynch’s proposition of megacity project through consult of Legibility, Erecting the picture, building 
and Identity, and “Imageability”. “Three Metropolises” analyzes the civic shapes of Boston, Jersey 
City and Los Angeles, and identifies familiar Themes that they partake. 
Five crucial rudiments of the megacity are defined in “The City and Its Rudiments” - Paths, Edges, 
Sections, Bumps and Milestones – and their values demonstrated. 
The crucial rudiments are also brought together in a discussion of component Interrelations, The 
budging Image, and Image Quality in a megacity. “City Form” provides devices for designing the 
pathways, plan of different Rudiments, cast Rates, The Sense of the Whole, Metropolitan shapes and 
the procedure of plan. “A New Scale” provides Kevin Lynch’s stimulant for the growth of a crystal and 
comprehensive vision of the all metropolitan in a crystal clear and complete at but little section. 
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Introduction 
Kevin Andrew Lynch (1918 Chicago, Illinois 1984 Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts) was 
an American communal journal and author. Lynch studied at Yale University, Taliesin 
(factory) under Frank Lloyd Wright, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and entered a 
Bachelor's degree in municipality planning from MIT int 1947. He worked in Greensboro, 
NC as an communal journal but was inked to educate at MIT by Lloyd Rodwin.He began 
speaking at MIT the preceding time, came an peripheral professor in 1949, was tenured as an 
associate professor in 1955, and came a full professor 1963. 
Lynch handed seminal contributions to the field of municipality planning through empirical 
disquisition on how individualities perceive and navigate the communal terrain. 
His books explore the presence of time and history in the communal terrain, how communal 
surroundings affect children, and how to harness mortal perception of the physical form of 
cosmopolites and regions as the abstract base for good communal design. 
Lynch's most notorious work, The Image of the City published in 1960 by MIT Press, is the 
result of a five- time study on how addicts perceive and organize spatial information as they 
navigate through megalopolises. Using three distant megalopolises as samples (Bos ton, 
Jersey City, and Los Angeles), Lynch reported that addicts understood their surroundings in 
harmonious and predictable ways, forming internal charts with five rudiments. Paths, the 
roadways, sidewalks, trails, and other channels in which people travel,. Edges, perceived 
boundaries similar as walls, structures, and coastlands. Sections, fairly large sections of the 
megacity distinguished by some identity or character. Bumps, focal points, Corners or loci. 
Milestones, readily identifiable objects which serve as external reference points. 
 

Theory of Kelvin Lynch 
Lynch told the field of municipality planning through his work on the proposition of 
municipality form, and studies relating to mortal perceptions of the municipality, on the 
perception of the municipality terrain and its consequences for municipality design. Kevin 
Lynch says" Looking at cosmopolises can give a special pleasure, still common place the 
sight may be. 
 

Contents of the Book 
1. The Image of the Environment 
2. The city Image and its elements 
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3. Three cities 

4. City Form 

5. A new Scale 

 

Appendices 

1. Some references to orientation  

2. The Use of the methodology 

3. Two examples of analysis 

 

Analysis 

Pros 

The content of the book is veritably simple and seductive in 

the table of content there's only the list of title of the 

chapters of the book and nothing about the mottoes under 

each chapter. So, the author has tried to keep the curiouty of 

compendiums under control. 

 

Cons 

The content has no suggestion of the sub-content of the 

chapter as there are no mottoes in the table of content. The 

anthology will have to search book if he need particular 

reference. 

 

Chapter wise description 

The Image of the Environment 

Legibility Also the visual quality of the American megacity 

is considered by studying the internal image of that 

megacity held by its citizens. The attention is on one 

particular visual quality the apparent clarity or "legibility" 

of the cityscape. To explain this it's compared to the same 

published runner of the book saying, if it's accessible, it can 

be grasped visually as a affiliated pattern of recognizable 

symbols. Although legibility isn't the only important 

property of a beautiful megacity, but is of significance when 

surroundings at the collaborative scale of size, time and 

complexity is considered. Erecting the image Environmental 

images are the result of a two- way process between the 

bystander and his terrain. The image of a given reality may 

vary significantly between different spectators. There are 

formal types of image rudiments into which we can 

accessibly divide the megacity image path, corner, edge, 

knot and quarter. Structure and Identity it says, an 

environmental image may be anatomized into three factors 

identity, structure and meaning. All the three terms are 

defined also which leads to the description of Image ability 

as, the quality in a physical object which gives it a high 

probability of inspiring a strong image in any given 

bystander. 

 

Three Cities 

Analyses are done for the middle zones of three American 

cosmopolises Boston, Massachusetts; Jersey City, New 

Jersey, and Los Angeles, California, Boston is only in 

symbol among American cosmopolises, being both imaginal 

in shape and full of locational difficulties. In every case a 

mediate area of roughly 2 ½ by 1 motherland country miles 

was taken for study. In each of these megalopolises, two 

introductory analyses were carried out. A regular field check 

was made by a trained bystander, who intrigued the 

presence of colorful rudiments, their visibility, their picture 

energy or faintness, and their joins, grains, and other 

interrelations. alike any special hits or difficulties in the 

implicit image building were intrigued.2 A long interview 

was held with a slim slice of town dwellers to evoke their 

own pictures of their physical circle. The interviews carried 

requests descriptions, localities, and drawings, and for 

interpretation of imaginary paths. 

 

The city image and its elements 

Then, it says a public image of any given megacity is the 

imbrication of numerous individual images, The contents of 

megacity images studied, which are referable to physical 

forms, are classified into five types of rudiments paths, 

edges, sections, nades and milestones. Each of these 

rudiments has been defined also. 

The author says, none of the element types insulated above 

live in insulation in the real case Sections are structured 

with bumps, defined by edges, entered by paths and 

sprinkled with milestones Rudiments regularly lap and 

pierce one another All three metropolises have been bandied 

in relation to these rudiments. Element interrelations these 

rudiments are simply the raw material of the environmental 

image at the megacity scale. They must be patterned 

together to give a satisfying form. Now the author suggests 

considering the commerce of dyads of unalike rudiments. 

Similar dyads may support one another, reverberate so that 

they enhance each other's power, or they may discord and 

destroy themselves. 

The shifting image- Rather than a single comprehensive 

image for the entire terrain, there sounded to be sets of 

images, which more or less lapped and interrelated Images 

may differ not only by the scale of area involved, but by 

standpoint, time of day, or season. 

 

City form 

In this chapter the litterateur talks about what occasion we 

have of solidifying our new city world into an image able 

area visual, coherent and clear. The author says that the city 

dweller requires a new post and a bodily reshaping of his 

sphere into shapes which entry the eye, which arrange 

themselves from post to post in moment and room, which 

can sit as symbols for cooperative life. The shape must be 

nicely noncommittal, plastic to the ambitions and perception 

of its citizen. As a non-natural world, the municipality 

should be so in the voguish feel formed by art, suited for 

mortal purposes. It's our ancient habitude to acclimate to our 

area, to distinguish and arrange perceptually whatever is 

present to our feelings. Survival dominance relaxed them on 

this sensitive strictness, yet today we may go on to a new 

side of this commerce. 

 

New scale 

True enough, we need a zone which isn't just well arranged, 

but lyrical and emblematic as easily. It should talk of the 

characters and their complex society. But clearness of 

structure and vividness of identity are first pass to the 

growth of strong symbols. Such a feel of site in itself 

enhances every mortal exertion that occurs there and 

encourages the deposit of mind trace in development of the 

image. Tutoring in catching will be fairly as major as the 

reshaping of what's seen. However, likewise our 

megalopolises will be a root of usual possession to millions 

 

Analysis of writing style 

In this section of the report we will bandy about the pros 

and cons of the jotting style of a great author which will be 

like looking at the Sun with a beacon. Still, for the sake of 
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enhancing the knowledge base of the compendiums, I'll try 

to da justice with my work. 

 

Flow 

Pros There's a definite inflow of ideas in the book. The 

author starts with briefly the people perceive their erected 

terrain and also we goes on to substantiate his compliances 

through case studies and arrive at some substantial 

information and understanding of the rudiments which 

produce the image of the megacity. Also in alternate last 

chapter he suggest how we can use his finding in purposely 

deciding the image of the megacity which is lacking in 

numerous ultramodern metropolises and colonies which 

seems to be a row of match boxes. And eventually, he gives 

an account of his methodologies and ways of exploration. 

 

Cons 

I couldn't find any dislocation in the inflow of ideas in the 

book. 

 

Focus 

Pros 

The book revolves around a central idea which is Image of 

the City. Each paragraph has a clear main point or content 

judgment. The chapterisation of the book has been done 

keeping in view the demand of the subject under discussion. 

He starts with the general perception of the people and also 

introduces some terms and language to lustrate his ideas in a 

Better manner and make compendiums understand his point 

of views the author has taken up three delicacy studies and 

also he eventually concludes the book with the study results 

relating the rudiments of the image of a megacity. 

 

Cons 

Book occasionally focuses further on some aspects. The 

author assay the fact in- depth and this leads to shift in 

focus. 

 

Unity 

Pros Every paragraph in a chapter is well related to the 

main idea. Each paragraph has tried to stick to its main 

point. And unfold the idea through illustrations. 

The anthology will feel the maturity of the author in keeping 

a concinnity in the different ideas he has put forward to 

support his argument and analysis of the three metropolises. 

 

Cons 

No comment. Illustrations 

 

Pros 

The book has good number of illustrations and charts which 

not only makes the book bore readable but also adds to the 

comprehensibility of the generalities which author has 

successfully presented in his book. 

 

Cons 

There are more illustrations in the case studies. 

 

Coherence 

Pros 

The volume is arranged logically, flow fluently, and" stick" 

together. In other words, everything in the jotting makes 

sense to a anthology and he feels the appetite to read further 

to complete the broader image that the author is trying to 

produce. You'll no way feel that a particular section of the 

book is empty of little significance. 

 

Cons 

The consonance in the alternate last chapteri. "City Form' is 

lacking to some extent. Creativity 

 

Pros 

The book carries some of the personality, the individuality 

of its author. Kevil Lynch had developed his own jotting 

style. He starts with a thesis and also tests it through the 

studies. You'll find that he give veritably simple 

exemplifications to substantiate his point of view or 

compound the understanding of the compendiums. 

 

Cons 

The preface of new generalities and meaning to the being 

words adds to the confusion like image ability or way 

chancing to the average anthology who may not have 

comprehensive knowledge of the complications of the 

language. 

For illustration author defines Legibility as a term used to 

describe the ease with which people can understand the 

layout of a place. By making questionnaire checks, Lynch 

defined a system of dissect legibility grounded on five 

rudiments paths, edges, sections, bumps and milestones. 

 

Comprehensive but Compact 

Pros 

The book is comprehensive in the sense that it has covered 

all the applicable data and analysis to the demand of the 

subject matter. And at the same time you'll find the book is 

compact in the sense that it has not given gratuitous stuffs to 

enthrall the compendiums but let him suppose and interpret. 

 

Cons 

In order to make the book comprehensive on the subject, 

author has offerings conciseness in some section of the 

book. Like when we study about' paths. 

 

Reference to Applicable Details 

Pros 

In effective jotting, reference to applicable details is 

necessary. The annexure of the book and the bibliography 

will tell the story in detail. The data used in the book has 

been well referenced. The author has used subtitles to 

donate the references. 

The Supplements to the book offers more practical 

operation of the approaches bandied in the main part of the 

work. Some References to Orientation are handed, including 

discussion of the Types of Reference Systems, 

Conformation of the image. 

 

Cons 

Use of subtitles is now a day more out dated It distracts the 

compendiums. 

 

Lucid Style 

The book is presented in a lucid style. It has logical and 

methodical arrangement of different corridor. 

It's fluently and easily accessible by all those for whom it's 

meant. 

It creates interest among compendiums because of its lucid 

and satisfying style. Clear thinking, objective tone and 
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logical arrangement of studies have made the book simple 

and lucid. 

 

Readable 

Pros 

In terms of what makes for good jotting, readability is about 

the introductory capability of a anthology to make sense of 

what's written. And I suppose the author that done justice 

with the compendiums. 

The use of alphabet and simple English has made the book 

more readable to the scholars of planning, armature, design 

and civic affairs. 

 

Cons 

Prolusion of new terms and giving new meanings to the old 

words make an average florilegium confused. 

 

Concrete 

The author has put his ideas in a concrete manner through 

the exemplifications of the three metropolises. In order to 

put concrete data and numbers, the author has not swerved 

from eping the jotting style in intimate manner and you say 

this is an intensification of the old" show, do not tell" rule-

important jotting does not just show, it shows in real world 

ways that are fluently approachable. The book is real 

illustration of this style. 

 

Terse Pros 

The author has written the paragraphs in a terse manner to 

make the interpretation easy. 

He has kept he paragraphs relative lower which adds to the 

bifurcation of ideas into parts so that the compendiums do 

not get confused or wearied. 

 

Cons 

Author cannot be terse in explaining a new conception. And 

we can find that when he introduces generalities of 

imageability he breaks the morals of being terse. 

 

Correctness 

The book is written in generally correct Standard English, 

with complete rulings, and be fairly error-free. Let's look at 

a paragraph from book and assay it. 

 

Paragraphs 

Pros 

Paragraphs are small and medium sized with ten to twenty 

lines. Utmost of the paragraphs are limited to a particular 

content. Spaces have been handed to distinguish between 

the main paragraph and sub-paragraphs. 

 

Punctuations 

There's good use of punctuations in the book. 

 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 

Many or no use of bowdlerizations is a good quality of good 

jotting. 

 

Conclusions 

Overall the book is well written and the author has applied 

utmost of the jotting styles and ways in the good manner to 

produce a masterpiece in the field of the planning literature. 
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